
 

 
Sagemcom Unveils XMediusFAX® 8.0 

 

Major software release enriched with a mobile app optimized for iPad and 

iPhone, security reinforcements and an improved user experience 

   

Montreal, Canada (November 24, 2015) – Sagemcom, a global leader in secure 

document exchange solutions, today announced the release of XMediusFAX® 8.0, 

the latest version of its internationally recognized FoIP solution.  

 

This major release brings several benefits to both end-users and IT system 

administrators, including: 

• Increased mobility: Users can now securely send faxes directly from an 

iPhone or iPad app, following straightforward steps and intuitive navigation. 

This app is perfect for faxing a picture of sensitive documents immediately 

upon signature while on the road. 

 

• Security reinforcements: Users and administrators can now configure fax 

deletion options for zero retention--faxes can be deleted immediately after 

successful delivery. This is especially useful for organizations in the 

healthcare and financial sectors that are required to comply with strict data 

management security policies.  

 

• Improved user experience: A built-in viewer in the Web client allows users 

to view faxes directly in their browsers without having to download files. 

Several display options including a thumbnail view, zoom controls, and fit 

width/height and rotation buttons improve navigation.  

 

"Innovation is at the absolute core of what we do. We uphold this commitment by 

constantly advancing and enhancing our secure document exchange solutions 

based on our customers’ ever changing needs," said Jean Champagne, General 

Manager of the Enterprise Solutions Department at Sagemcom Documents. 



 

“Innovation must also come with stability and robustness, and XMediusFAX® 8.0 is a 

perfect combination of features that enhance the user experience and improve 

security and performance.” 

 

XMediusFAX® is one of the most secure, reliable and scalable Enterprise FoIP 

solutions available in the market today. XMediusFAX® is a perfect fit for a wide 

variety of vertical markets, including the healthcare, government, education, finance 

and legal sectors.  

 

About Sagemcom 
A French high-tech group of international dimensions, Sagemcom operates on the 
broadband and (digital home, set-top boxes, Internet routers, telephony and 
multimedia terminals), smart city (smart meter, smart grid, smart site, smart infra, 
smart services) and Internet of Things (founding member of LoRa Alliance) markets. 
 With a revenue of around 1.3 billion euros, Sagemcom employs 4,200 people on 
five continents. Sagemcom aims to stay a world leader in communicating terminals 
with high added value.  
 
For more information, please visit: www.xmedius.com 
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